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CLOZE TESTS (20)
I

C1. The English we (I eludes words that come from many
different languages. Wore .S 'house', 'woman', 'man', 'love' were
introduced (3) Angl(j~ H_H Slnvaders about 1,500 years ago. When the
Vikings later invaded the country, they (4) words such as 'egg', 'cake',
'skin', 'angry'. The Norman Conquest (5) 1066 brought French words
such as 'government', 'justice', 'fashion' and 'beauty'(6) the language.
Contact with (7) countries, for example, via trade, gave us words such
as'opera'(8) Italy, 'guitar' from Spain, and 'tea' from China. Britain also
colonised other countries and words from (9) languages entered into
English. (10) English has borrowed so many words from other languages
this affects how we say the words and how we spell them.
#####

C2. It's interesting to have a chance to teach English abroad because you get to
see a (1) different education system from (2) you experienced. I
am teaching in Belgium this year and I (3) noticed that there are
(4) big differences. In the UK, for example, as many of you will know, it
is common to wear (5) school uniform. This is for egalitarian reasons:
(6) students all wear the same thing then, in theory, they will feel
(7) excluded as everyone looks the same. It is also nice (8) a
school uniform because you don't have to think about what to wear in the
morning; you just put (9) your uniform and off you go. This saves a lot
of time as you don't (10) worry about what to wear, what looks nice and
what is fashionable.
#####

C3.Moving to (1) foreign country is (2) amazing, life-changing
experience. It's an opportunity (3) new people, immerse yourself in a
(4) culture and possibly learn another (5) .However, before
embarking on (6) an adventure, there are (7) practical decisions
that need to be made. One such decision is choosing where to live.Will you stay
in your own apartment where you can have your own space and privacy? Will
you share a flat with other young foreigners who are in a similar position
(8) you? Or will you do what I did and choose (9) with a host
family? For me, choosing to live with a French family (10) the best
choice I made.

#####

C4. Technology is useful (1) learning languages. For example, try
switching your phone's language setting, and certain phrases become second
nature. Apps like Duolingo are handy for (2) grammar, and never
underestimate (3) power of YouTube in learning a new language. By
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watching videos and v-logs, I've (4) up plenty of new expressions
(especially casual phrases that I'm unlikely to come across in school). Social
media (5) fantastic for keeping (6) touch with friends and family
back home. For example, Skype calls are perfect for (7) homesickness at
bay. However, be careful not to spend too long gazing at your friends' tweets
and Instagram posts. It's really easy (8) wrapped up in missing home
and feel left out, rather (9) making the most of your new surroundings.
So, while it might seem (10) staring at a mobile phone screen is anti-
social, it helped me to make the most of moving abroad.

#####

C5. When most people think (1) Ireland, they immediately picture the
beautiful sights (2) bustling city of Dublin and the south.Although Dublin
is lovely, I'm going to tell you why you should go further north, to my home
country of Northern Ireland.(3) the conflict of the past, Belfast, the
capital city of Northern Ireland, is (4) city on the rise. Smaller and
(5) than Dublin, and split into four different quarters, there's something
for everyone in Belfast. If you want history, you can (6) to the Titanic
Quarter and see the incredible Titanic Museum, (7) tells the story of the
infamous RMS Titanic, which was built in Belfast. From the Titanic Quarter,
you can see Harland and Wolff, where the ship was (8) . If you (9) _
more history, you can also go to the(10) Ulster Museum in the University
Quarter of the city, and see many exhibitions of history and art for free.
#####

C6. These days, it seems like everything is going digital. From news articles
(1) recipes to yoga tutorials, you can (2) almost everything on the
internet. Many people (3) this way of life more convenient, because they
(4) complete their daily chores from the comfort of their own home.
With the click of a button, you can order (5) you want, and have it
delivered directly (6) your front door. For someone with a busy lifestyle,
this seems ideal. (7) online shopping can be far (8) stressful than
hitting the high street shops. There are no huge crowds of people or tediously
long queues. With online (9) , it's just you and your computer. It's
like you have the whole shop to yourself. Secondly, online stores don't
(10) opening and closing times. If you want to, you can even place an
online shopping order at three 0'clock in the morning.
#####

C7. At this time of year, summer seems like (1) distant memory. July and
August (2) filled with boiling hot days, and even September (3)__
lovely and sunny. (4) on the 1st October, autumn arrived properly
(5) Europe. This year, I'm living in a town in north-east Germany, and
autumn seems chillier (6) ever. I hate feeling cold(7) I also love
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fashion. That means I'm shopping for woolly layers (8) keep me warm,
and look good too.Luckily, I think Ihave found the perfect knitwear. My new
black cardigan has been decorated with pearls, and my navy jumper has sequins
on the front. They're definitely funkier than my ordinary old jumpers. I also
have a bright lilac sweater, (9) really brightens up a grey, rainy day. My
second autumn fashion tip is to find some cool accessories. I have two favourite
(10) gloves: a very sophisticated red suede pair, and some faux
sheepskin mittens. They're both on trend, but more importantly, they stop my
fingers from turning blue.
#####

e8. Some of my friends and I have (1) returned from a weekend in Paris.
Now of course there is plenty to do in Paris (2) a tourist: the Eiffel tower,
the Arc de Triomphe, the Louvre museum, the Sacre Coeur, a river cruise along
the Seine and shopping along the famous Champs Elysees, All of these things
(3) all stunning and well worth a visit. (4) , since my friends and
I had already been (5) Paris several times already we decided to try and
spend a weekend as locals in Paris and we also set ourselves the goals of making
most of our activities free. We rented (6) beautiful Parisian apartment in
the 10th district (7) Paris. The apartment was in a grand (8) in a
lovely private courtyard, we really felt like true Parisians staying. The street
where we stayed was full of multi-cultural things and (9) bustling with
life, there was (10) array of restaurants, bars, cafes and bakeries.
#####

C9. Have you ever dreamed about climbing Mount Everest or (1)._--
Antarctica? If so, you're not alone. (2) year, thousands of people try to
climb the world's highest mountains or walk across continents. Let's take a look
(3) some of the 21st century's greatest adventurers. Ed Stafford from the
UK is the first person (4) along the Amazon River from the mountains
of Peru to the mouth of the river in Brazil. His amazing journey (5) two
years and four months. There are many dangerous animals in (6) _
rainforest, like snakes and crocodiles, but Ed was lucky; he was only bitten by
ants (7) mosquitoes. Sometimes food was (8) to find and Ed was
often tired and hungry. Technology was (9) important for Ed. He used a
radio to ask the people of the rainforest for food and help.While he walked, Ed
wrote a blog (10) the world about climate change and destruction of the
rainforest.
#####

C10.Modern graffiti (1) in big cities in the United States in the 1970s.
In New York, young people wrote their names, or 'tags', in pen on walls around
(2) city.ln some countries, writing or painting (3) walls is a
crime. Sometimes, graffiti artists have problems with (4) police. In other
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countries, artists can draw and paint in certain places. For example, in Taiwan,
there are 'graffiti zones' where artists can (5) on walls. In Sao Paulo in
Brazil, street artists can (6) pictures on walls and houses. Their pictures
are colourful (7) beautiful. Some tourists visit Sao Paulo (8) to
see the street art. In Bristol in the UK, there (9) a street art festival in
August every year. Artists paint all the buildings in a street. Lots of people come
to watch the artists and take photos. You can see exhibitions of street art in some
galleries too. There (10) exhibitions of street art in galleries in Paris,
London and Los Angeles.
#####

C11. DANCE
Dancing probably began as a way for people to celebrate important

events. People also danced in order to (1) .......... the com in their fields grow
and to (2) good luck. Nowadays, people dance for fun, to follow the
(3) fashion and to meet (4) people.
There are many different dances. Traditional Italian dancers move their hands,
eyes and bodies more than their feet, and there's famous Russian dance
(5) .......... the men bend their knees, (6) .......... a straight back and kick their
feet out very fast. Modem dance is freer than traditional dance and there are
fewer rules. Some dances, (7) .......... as the tango, were laughed (8) .......... until
they became popular.

Classical ballet, which is (9) on the toes, is a difficult dance and
takes years of training to learn. It began two hundred years ago in France and
Italy. Ballet became more exciting when the Russians used music and dance
together to (10) a story.

C 12. PERFUME
The Egyptian were the first people ever to make perfume. They used nice

smelling oils on their bodies before (1) .......... dressed. Some perfume recipes,
(2) .......... date from about 5,000 years ago, still (3).......... Most of the
perfumes (4) that time were made from flowers and only the very richest
people could (5) to buy them.

Today, perfumes are usually (6) by a perfume company. As well
as ingredients from over 500 plants, (7) .ingredients are made by chemists
in a laboratory. One of the most famous places that produces perfume is the
town of Grasse in France. Its climate makes it perfect for growing flowers -
around 4,000 kilos of roses, for example, (8) .......... be used to make just a small
(9) of perfume.

After a perfume is made, (10) .......... time and money is spent on
designing a bottle and box and advertising it.

C13. BREAD
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Bread is one of the oldest prepared foods, dating back to the earliest
development of farming. Now we have a (1) choice of breads, all cut up
and wrapped to take home from the supermarket, (2) .......... bread has not
always been so cheap or easily (3) .

Breads dating back 10,000 years were flat breads that (4) not
use yeast to make them rise. (5) .......... of flat breads still eaten today are Indian
chapattis and Mexican tortillas. Itwas in Ancient Egypt, (6) the banks of
the river Nile, that the wheat used to make bread was grown in large (7)..........
Egyptian bakers experimented to create raised breads and also invented closed
ovens. Bread became (8).......... important and it was often used instead of
money.

The Romans enjoyed eating bread, and rich people (9) to have
more expensive white breads. White bread is still to this (10) the most
popular variety in Europe and North America.

CI4. THE SKIES ABOVE
The weather has a big effect on our lives. Consider the difference

(1) waking up on a bright, sunny morning and waking up on a dark, wet
and cold morning. Don't you feel positive in the first case and maybe sad in the
second? We use weather words to (2).......... about the way we feel. For
example, if somebody (3).......... angry, their face 'clouds over'.

We do different things (4).......... to what the weather's like. How
(5).......... are you on walking in the park on arainy day? We think about the
weather before we choose what clothes to (6) on each morning.

Now consider your house: is it designed to (7)......... the heat out, or is it
designed to (8) you from being too cold? The weather decides
(9) your house is designed.
. Finally, people in business often need to pay attention
(10).......... changes in the weather. A company that makes ice cream or
umbrellas must be ready with enough to sell on hot days or wet days.

CI5. MY LIFE IN BOOKS
Itwas my parents, of course, who taught me to read. 1can't (1).......... my

life before reading, without books. When 1 started reading, a book was mainly
pictures. Now (2).......... 1 am older, a book (3).......... only words in most
cases. (4)......... .1 also love art books, (5).......... the pages to look slowly and
hungrily at paintings (6) the walls of galleries and museums around the
planet.
1 spend hours and hours reading, lost in other worlds, traveling, dreaming,
imagining people and places. Books (7).......... me smells and sounds 1 may
never experience directly, but (8) seem to make my life more interesting.
This love of books is not without (9) own problems. For example, when I
go to the cinema to watch a film with friends, 1 don't get as excited as they
(10) .1can't wait to get back home to my books.
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C16. A village is a quiet place where the influence of the city is not (1) .
much. It is indeed a very good place for rest and relaxation. In village people do
not live very close to one another. Their houses are far (2) Each house
therefore has a lot of (3) around it. So, almost every house is (4) .
by flowers and fruit plants and vegetables. All these make the village look
(5) and fresh. There are also tall trees everywhere which provide
(6) from the sun and keep the village (7) Some villages are
surrounded by rice fields or mountains. There are also many streams and rivers
in many villages. All these (8) great beauty and variety to village scene.
The village people are friendly and helpful. They work together and live in
(9) Living among (10) friendly and simple people in such a quiet
place is indeed a real pleasure.

CI7.THE POWER OF NATURE
The wind controls our planet's weather and climate, but how much do we

understand about this complex force, which can kill and spread fear?
On the night of 15th October 1987, the south of England was struck by the

(1) winds it had known for over two hundred years. (2) of over
130kmlh blew through the region. Nineteen people were killed, £1.5 billion-
worth of (3) was caused and 19 million trees were (4) .in just a few
hours.

Although people thought of this as a hurricane, the winds of 1987 were
only (5) storm force. They are far better known than the much more
serious storms of 25th January 1990, when most of Britain was hit by daytime
winds of up to 173 km/h. On this (6) .47 people were killed, even though,
unlike in 1987, the weather forecasters issued accurate (7).......... .
(8) weather events such as these are dramatic reminders of the power of
the wind. It is one part of the weather that people generally do not (9) a
second thought to, but across the world the wind (10) a crucial role in
people's lives.

C18. Greenpeace is an independent organization that campaigns to protect the
environment. It has about 4.5 million members worldwide in 158 countries,
300,000 of these in the United Kingdom. (1) in North America in 1971,
it has since opened offices round the world. As (2) as it campaigning
(3) , it also has a charitable trust which (4) scientific research
and (5) educational projects on environment issues. Greenpeace
(6) .in non-violent direct action. Activists (7) public attention to
serious threats to the environment.(8) .issues on which the organization is
campaigning include the atmosphere (global warning), the (9) of the
rainforests and toxic (10) being emitted from factories.

C19. IT'S COOL TO CAMP
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For many of us, life is full of man-made sounds: traffic, machinery, television
and other human being's. It is not surprising (1) that camping continues
to (2).......... in popularity, as it teaches us to take our focus off these
distractions and (3) to enrich our lives. According to a recent report, one
holiday (4) eight in Europe is a camping holiday. Despite that, some
would still have to believe that camping should be considered an alternative
holiday that you are driven towards because money is (5) Nonsense. It is
a lifestyle choice to be embraced and enjoyed, for it (6) us the freedom to
explore in our own time and (7) our own speed. The opportunities
available for (8) camping with some form of recreational activity are as
varied as Europe's many thousands of miles of hiking trails, cycling routes,
canals, rivers and lakes. Whether your chosen form of activity is recreational or
competitive, a sociable hobby or a way of (9) the crowds, there can be
nothing more pleasurable than sitting outside your tent after a day of activity
with only the hum of dragonflies and the gas stove (10) the peace. And
just remember: whatever form of camping you choose, as long as you are out
there enjoying yourself and the surroundings, the rest of the world can wait.

C20.Like any other universities, the Open University can give you a degree.
However, you don't have to (1) working to study. It can also open up a
whole variety (2) .interest. If you have (3) studied before, you
will enjoy the special, new pleasure of (4) your knowledge. You will
make friends of (5) kinds. You may also (6) that your
qualification provides new career opportunities.
You don't actually (7) to the Open University for lectures, but study at
home, using television, radio and computer software. You can (8) one
class a month if you wish at an Open University center. Of course, there are
exams to take, as is (9) university. If you (10) .like to know more,
all you have to do is complete the form below. It could be the start of a
wonderful new period in your life
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